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from our server.CHICAGO, Ill. -- The Bears

conducted their first day of organized
team activities (OTAs) on Tuesday, and

the level of competition was increased by
the use of starting personnel. Senior

kicker Caleb Sturgis was the team's only
player not to have a red-zone drill, while
only six players worked out for the third
day. Things are getting tougher. #Bears
@calebsturgis is now halfway to his total
of 19 official workouts...had a long day

today #Bears @Caleb_Sturgis is currently
50 of 79 on his total workday. #BearsMIA
pic.twitter.com/CHMuLScvQa — Thomas
Hammock (@THammockNBCS) May 23,
2019 Coaches, quarterbacks and other

offensive linemen worked before the first-
team defense went to the field, while the
second-team defense ran the same drills.
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It appears QB Mitchell Trubisky is set to
open at No. 1 for at least the spring and
likely the preseason. Chicago opened its
OTAs by rotating 13 new players on the

first team, including 15 different offensive
linemen, nine different defensive

linemen, seven different linebackers, six
different defensive backs and five

different receivers. The practice was split
into three parts, with the first team

running drills, then the second team, and
finally the starting offense and defense.
"We were able to evaluate talent on the

first day, which is a big thing," coach Matt
Nagy said. "There will be times in the

next few weeks where there's going to be
competitive things. We made a big push
in the spring with the young guys to pick
up the little things, because by the time

we come into the fall we're going to have
a lot of young guys out there playing a

lot, so it's really good to see them
progress, in a way, today." The starting
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roster is set to be trimmed in the next few
days, with players being released in favor

of the team's original 53-man roster.
Players can now be released for violating

the team's discipline policy, as long as
they have been given a written chance to
appeal their suspension. Should Chicago
decide to make any changes to the depth

chart, the process will be handled in a
similar fashion, and will play out in camp

or after the preseason games. "We
6d1f23a050
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